Flow on the symmetry plane of a total cavo-pulmonary connection.
The flow inside a total cavo-pulmonary connection, a bypass operation of the right heart adopted in the presence of congenital malformation, is here studied for a specific geometry which has been recently introduced in clinics. The analysis has been performed by preliminary experimental observation and a novel Navier-Stokes formulation on the symmetry plane. This method, once some basic hypotheses are verified, allows to reproduce the flow on the symmetry plane of a three-dimensional field by using an extension of the two-dimensional approach. The analysis has confirmed the existence of a central vortex showing that it is not a real vortex (i.e. a place with accumulation of vorticity) but, rather, a weakly dissipative recirculating zone. It is surrounded by a shear layer that becomes spontaneously unsteady at moderately high Reynolds number. The topological changes and energy dissipation have been analysed in both cases of unbalanced and of balanced pulmonary artery and caval flows.